
 

GROUND OPERATIONS DEVELOPMENT 
SWAT II – Advanced Team Tactics & Live Fire Training 
 

Course Description 
 

Tactical teams and team operators seek to build upon techniques and tactics received during 

the pre-requisite course of instruction SWAT I.     

 

This course has been developed to assist the Tactical Team & Operator achieve the next level 

of proficiency through the introduction of “Live Fire” training, conducted within a facility 

designed and built for the use of live ammunition.  Cadre will present advanced levels of 

tactical operator and team skills, while building upon basic team movement drills executed 

during dynamic entries of a target structure. 

 

Upon completion of this course the tactical operator will have gained an increase level of 

effectiveness and confidence in their ability to move within a structure during a tactical 

exercise while using live ammunition.  This confidence level must be achieved to ensure 

sound application of tactics during real world missions.   

 

This is an intense (5) day course that is necessary for teams and operators who are proficient 

with a force-on-force curriculum but wish to take their team to the next skill level.  The 

course begins with the refreshment of an operators abilities of weapons manipulation, 

followed by (2) very intense days of “Live Fire” training which incorporates the “crawl, 

walk, run” principles of training.  Upon conclusion of the “Live Fire” training a review of 

team movements and tactics are reviewed and enhanced, with the team building skill of 

rappelling added for a half day to increase team capabilities and team cohesion.  The week 

concludes with “Force on Force” scenarios that build upon skills and tactics learned during 

the week of instruction. 

  

Team Members will receive instruction on the following topics: 
 

COURSE TOPICS: 

Flat range  

 Qualifying 

 Advanced tactical shooting with rifle and pistol 

Live fire shoot house  

 Hostage Rescue 

 Dynamic and deliberate entries 

 Low light entries 

 Breaches/ failed breaches 

 Secondary entry points 

 Team link ups 

 Discretionary targets 

 Command and control for team leaders 



 

 H.U.T.S. count 

 Medical emergencies 

Building Entry/ Large Structure Assault 

 Mission planning for team leaders 

 Force on force scenarios against instructors 

 Deep angles/ run on rooms 

 Less lethal/ gas deployment     

 Distraction devices                 

 Large structure clearing/ small team tactics 

 Medical emergencies  

Rappelling 

 Strong side 

 Weak side 

 Tie offs 

 Proper verbal commands 

Scenarios 

 Force on force scenarios with multiple role players 

 

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT: 

Kevlar helmet and tactical vest/kit 

Eye and Ear Pro 

Tactical Carbine .223/5.56 with sling 

Tactical Pistol .45 or lower with holster 

Clothing suited for tactical entry 

500 rounds rifle/250 rounds pistol 

Semi-Pistol & 250 rounds 

500 rounds Force on Force Ammo .223 (contact cadre for more information) 

Simunition/Paintball headgear 

Rappel gear (ropes, harness, 8’s, and carbineers) 

 

TUITION INCLUDES: 

Course Instruction and Certificate of Completion 

Rifle Conversion (M4 .223 only) 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:  GroundOperationsDevelopment@gmail.com 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:  GroundOperationsDevelopment.com  

CALL:  (904) 509-3662 

mailto:GroundOperationsDevelopment@gmail.com

